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Lab 1 - Getting Started with Docker
Docker is an open IT automation platform widely used by DevOps, and in this lab, we
will review the main Docker commands. In this lab, you will install Docker and use its
basic commands. You will also create a custom image by creating a Dockerfile.

Part 1 - Setting the Stage

__1. Make sure internet is connected in the VM.

N
LY

In the following Labs you will work in the 'WA26754-REL-2-0 - minikube MASTER'. You may need to start the VM or switch to the VM. Please contact your
instructor if you have any question to connect to the 'WA26754-REL-2-0 - minikube
– MASTER'. Connect with user wasadmin with password as wasadmin. Shut down
any other VM running in the machine.
__2. Open a new Terminal window by clicking Applications > Terminal.

O

__3. Switch the logged-in user to root:

N

sudo -i

whoami
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__4. Enter the following command:

IO

When prompted for the logged-in user's password, enter wasadmin

You should see that you are root now.
root

EV

Note: Now that you are root on your Lab server, beware of system-wrecking
consequences of issuing a wrong command.
__5. Enter the following command:
cd /home/wasadmin/Works

You should see that your system prompt has changed to:
[root@LabServer Works]#
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__6. Get directory listing:
ls

Notice there is SimpleGreeting-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar file. You will use this file later in
this lab. It will be deployed in a custom Docker image and then you will create a
container based on that image.

Part 2 - Learning the Docker Command-line
Get quick information about Docker by running it without any arguments.

N
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__1. Run the following command:
docker | less

O

__2. Navigate through the scrollable output using your arrow keys and review Docker's
commands.

N

__3. Enter q to exit.
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Attach local standard input, output, and error streams to a
Build an image from a Dockerfile
Create a new image from a container's changes
Copy files/folders between a container and the local filesystem
Create a new container
Inspect changes to files or directories on a container's
Get real time events from the server
Run a command in a running container
Export a container's filesystem as a tar archive
Show the history of an image
List images
Import the contents from a tarball to create a filesystem image
Display system-wide information
Return low-level information on Docker objects
Kill one or more running containers
Load an image from a tar archive or STDIN
Log in to a Docker registry
Log out from a Docker registry
Fetch the logs of a container
Pause all processes within one or more containers
List port mappings or a specific mapping for the container
List containers
Pull an image or a repository from a registry
Push an image or a repository to a registry
Rename a container
Restart one or more containers
Remove one or more containers
Remove one or more images

EV

attach
build
commit
cp
create
diff
events
exec
export
history
images
import
info
inspect
kill
load
login
logout
logs
pause
port
ps
pull
push
rename
restart
rm
rmi

IO

The commands list is shown below for you reference.
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run
save
search
start
stats
stop
tag
top
unpause
update
version
wait

Run a command in a new container
Save one or more images to a tar archive (streamed to STDOUT by
Search the Docker Hub for images
Start one or more stopped containers
Display a live stream of container(s) resource usage statistics
Stop one or more running containers
Create a tag TARGET_IMAGE that refers to SOURCE_IMAGE
Display the running processes of a container
Unpause all processes within one or more containers
Update configuration of one or more containers
Show the Docker version information
Block until one or more containers stop, then print their exit

N
LY

__4. You can get command-specific help by using the --help flag added to the commands
invocation line, e.g. to list containers created by Docker (the command is called ps), use
the following command:

O

docker ps --help

N

More information on Docker's command-line tools can be obtained at
https://docs.docker.com/reference/commandline/cli/

IO

Part 3 - Run the "Hello World!" Command on Docker
Let's check out what OS images are currently installed on your Lab Server.
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__1. Enter the following command:
docker images

Notice there are a few images in the VM. You will use them in various labs.
One of the images is ubuntu:12.04.

EV

__2. Enter the following command:

docker run ubuntu echo 'Yo Docker!'

Notice it displays Yo Docker! message
So, what happened?
docker run executes the command that follows after it on a container provisioned onthe-fly for this occasion.
When the Docker command completes, you get back the command prompt, the
container gets stopped and Docker creates an entry for that session in the transaction
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history table for your reference.
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Part 4 - List and Delete Container
In this lab part, we will need a second terminal also running a shell as root.
__1. Open a new terminal, expand it width wise (horizontally) to capture the output of the
docker ps command we are going to run into it. Also make sure it does not completely
overlap the original terminal window.
We will be referring to this new terminal as T2; the original terminal will be referred to
as T1.
__2. In the new terminal (T2) become root (use the sudo -i command).

N
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__3. Change to the ~/Works directory:
cd /home/wasadmin/Works

__4. Enter the following command:

O

docker ps

IMAGE

COMMAND

CREATED

STATUS

IO

CONTAINER ID

N

You should see an empty container table listing only the captions part of the table.
PORTS

NAMES
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__5. To see a list of all containers, whether active or inactive, run the following
command:
docker ps -a

__6. Switch to the original terminal window (T1).
__7. Enter the following command and replace the container id with the one from T2:

EV

docker rm <container id>

Note: You may only need to type the first two or three characters of the container id and
then press the Tab key - Docker will go ahead and auto-complete it.
The container id shown to the user is, actually, the first 12 bytes of a 64 hexadecimal
character long hash used by Docker to create unique ids for images and containers.
The docker ps command only shows the running containers; if you repeat the docker ps
command now after you have killed the container process, it will show the empty table.
In order to view all the containers created by docker with stopped ones stashed in the
history table, use the -a flag with this command.
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__8. Switch to the T2 terminal.
__9. Enter the following command:
docker ps

Now it should show an empty table.

Part 5 - Working with Containers
__1. Switch to the T1 terminal.
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__2. Enter the following command:
docker run -it --hostname basic_host ubuntu /bin/bash

O

This command will create a container from the ubuntu OS image, it will give the instance
of the container the hostname of basic_host, launch the bash program on it and will make
the container instance available for interactive mode (i) over allocated pseudo TTY (t).

root@basic_host:/#

IO

N

After running the above command, you should be dropped at the prompt of the
basic_host container.
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As you can see, you are root there (symbolized by the '#' prompt sign).
__3. Enter the following command to stop the container and exit out to the host OS:
exit

You should be placed back in the root's Works folder.

EV

__4. Enter the following command to see the containers:
docker ps -a

You should see the status as Exited.
__5. Enter the following command to restart the container:
docker start <container id>
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__6. Connect to the container:
docker exec -it <container id> /bin/bash

__7. Enter the following command:
exit

You should be logged off and placed back in the root's Works folder.
__8. Enter the following command:

N
LY

docker stop <container id>

__9. Enter the following command:

O

docker ps -a

NAMES
ubuntu
amazing_panini

COMMAND

IO

...

IMAGE

"/bin/bash"

CREATED
3 minutes ago

STATUS
Exited (0)
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CONTAINER ID
PORTS
aed47e954acd
4 minutes ago

N

You should see that the container is listed in the transaction history.

Part 6 - Create a Custom Image

Now that we have ourselves a container (which is currently in the exited / stopped
status), let's create a custom image based on it.

EV

__1. Enter the following command providing your container id (aed47e954acd, in our
case):
docker commit <container id>

my_server:v1.0

You should get back the OS image id generated by Docker.
__2. Enter the following command:
docker images
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You should see the new image listed on top of the available images in our local image
repository.
__3. Enter the following command:
docker run -it my_server:v1.0 /bin/bash

This command will start a new container from the custom image we created in our local
image repository.
__4. Enter the following command at the container prompt:

You will be dropped back at the Lab Server's prompt.

O

Part 7 - Workspace Clean-Up

N
LY

exit

__1. Enter the following command:

N

docker ps -a

IO

This command will show all the containers and not only the running ones.
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It is always a good idea to clean-up after yourself, so we will remove all the containers
we created so far.
__2. Enter the following command for every listed container id:
NOTE: Do NOT delete any image or container other than the ones you have created
in this lab. Leave OpenShift and other images / containers as is.
docker rm <container id>

EV

__3. Verify there are no docker containers:
docker ps -a

__4. Remove the my_server:v1.0 image we created and persisted in our local image
repository:
docker rmi my_server:v1.0
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__5. Verify your image has gone:
docker images

Part 8 - Create a Dockerfile for Building a Custom Image
In this part you will download Ubuntu docker image and create a Dockerfile which will
build a custom Ubuntu based image. It will automatically update the APT repository,
install JDK, and copy the SimpleGreeting.jar file from host machine to the docker image.
You will also build a custom image by using the Dockerfile.

N
LY

__1. In the terminal, type following command to create Dockerfile:
gedit Dockerfile

O

__2. Type in following code:

N

# lets use OpenJDK docker image
FROM openjdk

IO

# deploy the jar file to the container
COPY SimpleGreeting-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar /root/SimpleGreeting-1.0SNAPSHOT.jar
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Note: The Dockerfile creates a new image based on OpenJDK and copies host's
/home/wasadmin/Works/SimpleGreeting-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar to the image under the
root directory.
__3. Click Save button.

__4. Close gedit. You will see some errors on the Terminal, ignore them.
__5. Type ls and verify your new file is there.

EV

__6. Run following command to build a custom image:
docker build -t dev-openjdk:v1.0 .

This command builds / updates a custom image named dev-openjdk:v1.0. Don't forget to
add the period at the end of docker build command.
Notice, Docker creates the custom image with JDK installed in it and the jar file
deployed in the image. The first time you build the job, it will be slow since the image
will get built for the first time. Subsequent runs will be faster since image will just get
updated, not rebuilt from scratch.
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Part 9 - Verify the Custom Image
In this part you will create a container based on the custom image you created in the
previous part. You will also connect to the container, verify the jar file exists, and execute
the jar file.
__1. In the terminal, run following command to verify the custom image exists:
docker images

N
LY

Notice dev-openjdk:v1.0 is there

__2. Create a container based on the above image and connect to it:

docker run --name dev --hostname dev -it dev-openjdk:v1.0 /bin/bash

N

O

Note: You are naming the container dev, hostname is also dev, and it's based on your
custom image dev-openjdk:v1.0

IO

__3. Switch to the root directory in the container:
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cd /root

__4. Get the directory list:
ls

EV

Notice SimpleGreeting*.jar file is there.

__5. Execute the jar file:
java -cp SimpleGreeting-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar com.simple.Greeting

Notice it displays the following message:
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__6. Exit out from the container to the command prompt:
exit

__7. Get active docker container list:
docker ps

Notice there's no active container.

N
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__8. Get list of all docker containers:

Notice there's one inactive container named dev.

N

Part 10 - Working with a Docker Volume

O

docker ps -a
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__1. Create a volume:

IO

In this part, you will manage a Docker volume. You will create a volume, mount it in a
container, store content in it, and delete the volume.

docker volume create hello

__2. Create a container and mount it in the container:
docker run -v hello:/world -it ubuntu /bin/bash

EV

__3. View mount point in container: (it will show the /world directory)
ls / -al

__4. Create a file in the volume:
echo "hello world" > /world/test.txt
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__5. Exit out of the container:
exit

__6. Destroy the container: (Note: Make a note of the ID of your container and substitute
it below)
docker ps -a
docker stop <id>
docker rm <id>

N
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__7. Create another container and attach the volume as a mount point:
docker run -v hello:/world -it ubuntu /bin/bash

O

__8. View mount point in container: (it will show the /world directory)
ls /world

exit
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__10. Exit out of the container:

IO

cat /world/test.txt

N

__9. View contents of the file:

__11. View all volumes:

EV

docker volume ls

Part 11 - Cleanup Docker
In this part you will clean up docker by removing containers and images.
__1. In the terminal, run following to get list of all containers:
docker ps -a
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__2. In case, if there are any containers, stop (if running) and remove them by running
following commands. Don't remove the ones you haven't created yourself in this lab:
docker stop <container>
docker rm <container>

__3. Get list of all docker containers. It should be empty:
docker ps -a

N
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__4. Delete the volume:
docker volume rm hello

__5. Get docker image list:

O

docker images
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e.g. docker rmi dev-openjdk:v1.0

IO

docker rmi <REPOSITORY:TAG>

N

__6. Remove all images that you created by executing following command:

__7. Make sure your image has been deleted:
docker images

EV

__8. In each Terminal type exit and then close the Terminal window.

Part 12 - Review

In this lab, we reviewed the main Docker command-line operations.
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Lab 2 - Getting Started with Docker Compose
To develop and operate a microservice application, it is not uncommon to require an
environment to be brought up with many backing services. For instance, developing an
online ordering system may require a backing database as well as a messaging system
such as Kafka.
In this lab, we will explore the development of an order and invoicing system that
requires a Kafka cluster, a Postgres backend database and three microservices written in
Spring Boot.

Part 1 - Setting the Stage

O

N
LY

In the following Labs you will work in the 'WA26754-REL-2-0 - minikube MASTER'. You may need to start the VM or switch to the VM. Please contact your
instructor if you have any question to connect to the 'WA26754-REL-2-0 - minikube
– MASTER'. Connect with user wasadmin with password as wasadmin. Shut down
any other VM running in the machine.
__1. Make sure internet is connected in the VM.

IO

__3. Switch the logged-in user to root:

N

__2. Open a new Terminal window by clicking Applications > Terminal.
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sudo -i

When prompted for the logged-in user's password, enter wasadmin
__4. Enter the following command:
whoami

You should see that you are root now.

EV

root

Note: Now that you are root on your Lab server, beware of system-wrecking
consequences of issuing a wrong command.
__5. Enter the following command:
cd /home/wasadmin/Works

You should see that your system prompt has changed to
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[root@LabServer Works]#

__6. Let’s make sure nothing is running in Docker. Execute the following command and
make sure no containers are running
docker ps

__7. If a container is running, use the following command:

N
LY

docker stop <containerid>

__8. Let’s take a look at the images currently available on our system:

O

docker images

IO

AL
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systemctl stop jenkins

N

__9. Finally, let’s confirm that nothing is running on port 8080. Open a web browser and
go to localhost:8080. Make sure the browser reports that the site is unreachable. In case
jenkins is running, stop it using this command:

Part 2 - Exploring the project

__1. We are ready to get started We will clone an existing project using git:
git clone https://github.com/jfbilodeau/microservice-kafka

EV

__2. Change directory into the project
cd microservice-kafka

__3. Let’s take a look at the project structure.
ls

__4. There are two directories: docker and microservice-kafka. Let’s now take a look
inside the microservice-kafka directory:
ls microservice-kafka
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__5. There are three projects, microservice-kafka-invoicing, microservice-kafka-order
and microservice-kafka-shipping. Each one is a Spring Boot project and are designed to
run in a container. Let’s take a look at one of the Dockerfile:
cat microservice-kafka/microservice-kafka-order/Dockerfile

__6. Notice how port 8080 is exposed. Feel free to take a look at the other two
Dockerfile, or any of the code of the project if interested. They are very similar and they
all expose port 8080. You might also notice that nowhere do the Dockerfile mention
Kafka or Postgres. Let’s now take a look in the docker directory:

N
LY

ls docker

__7. Notice the presence of the docker-compose.yml file. Before we concern ourselves
with Docker Compose, let’s take a look at the apache and postgres directories:

O

ls docker/apache

N

ls docker/postgres

cat docker/apache/Dockerfile

IO

__8. Let’s also take a quick look at their Dockerfile
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cat docker/postgres/Dockerfile

__9. The Apache Dockerfile is especially of interest. In this project, Apache is strictly a
front-end proxy for our three microservices. You might notice the use of mod_proxy.
Let’s take a look at the Apache proxy configuration:
cat docker/apache/000-default.conf

EV

__10. Of interest are the three ProxyPass and ProxyPassReverse instructions. Notice how
Apache is expected to resolve three domain names, order, shipping and invoicing on port
8080.
__11. Let’s now take a look at the docker-compose.yml file:
cat docker/docker-compose.yml

__12. How many services are defined in the file?
__13. Notice the links: configuration node. Take a moment and draw a dependency
diagram of all the services.
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__14. Which service(s) should start first? Which service(s) should start last?

Part 3 - Building the microservices
We are ready to build our three microservices.
__1. Change into the microservice-kafka directory:
cd microservice-kafka

__2. Confirm that the compiled jar does not exist:

N
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ls microservice-kafka-order/target

We should get an error indicating that the directory does not exist. Feel free to check the
other two service project as well.

O

__3. Run the build script:
./mvnw clean package -Dmaven.test.skip=true

IO

N

The build will take a couple of minutes to run. Once completed, the target jar files are
created
__4. Confirm that the jar file was created as follows:
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ls microservice-kafka-order/target

__5. In the output, we should see a file named microservice-kafka-order-0.0.1SNAPSHOT.jar. Feel free to verify the other two projects.
__6. Finally, let’s exit the microservice-kafka folder:

EV

cd ..

The project is now build and ready to rock.

Part 4 - Creating the images
A number of Docker images need to be created. Let’s use Docker Compose to help us.
__1. Change directory into the docker directory:
cd docker
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__2. Build the application images:
docker-compose build

This task will take a couple of minutes to run.
__3. Let’s make sure the images were created:
docker images

__4. We should see an output similar to the following:

N
LY

IMAGE ID...
564ffae9f625...
aa0e02e3903b...
2624e818fc09...
6c67a4b774a2...
aca66cac4816...
2a697363a870...
b7a931ed7d37...
33b13ed6b80a...

O

TAG
latest
latest
latest
latest
latest
16.04
11.0.2-jre-slim
9.6.3

N

REPOSITORY
mskafka_invoicing
mskafka_shipping
mskafka_order
mskafka_apache
mskafka_postgres
ubuntu
openjdk
postgres
...

IO

We have created our images.
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Part 5 - Running the application

Now that all the pieces are in place, let’s bring up the application.
__1. Run docker-compose up
docker-compose up -d

EV

__2. Wait for the containers to come up. Did they come up in the order you predicted?
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__3. Let’s take a look at the running containers:
docker ps

We should see a list of containers similar to the following:
IMAGE
mskafka_apache
mskafka_invoicing
mskafka_shipping
mskafka_order
mskafka_postgres
wurstmeister/kafka:2.12-2.1.0
wurstmeister/zookeeper:3.4.6

COMMAND...
"/bin/sh...
"/bin/sh...
"/bin/sh...
"/bin/sh...
"docker-...
"start-kafka.sh"...
"/bin/sh…

N
LY

CONTAINER ID
39f87b605a0e
efab6112b8a8
1f7a0ef5f53c
2a6b6cf3abd9
638623f27d23
aeab11a5474b
cac702dcb14f

__4. Return to your web browser and revisit the following address:

O

localhost:8080

N

__5. The order processing application is now available. Take a moment to explore the
application.

docker-compose down

IO

__6. Once you are satisfied that the three microservices are working, let bring it down:

docker ps
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__7. Confirm that everything was brought down successfully:

__8. We can also revisit the order site. We should now get an error:
localhost:8080

EV

We have successfully brought up and down a set of containers.

Part 6 - Review

In this lab, we explored a project that made use of Docker Compose to conveniently bring
up and down an entire microservice application and its dependencies.
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